Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I am
always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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In Re Estate of Cliffman
STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS

BASEBALL STATS:
CELEBRATION OF EARLE ENDELMAN, ESQ.
Our own partner, Earle Endelman, is the paradigm of estate and tax lawyers. His expertise is
known worldwide. He is a beloved member of our community, a great husband, father and
grandfather and an avid sports fan.
Few remember that Earle Endelman was the quarterback for Central High School in the mid 50’s.
But he is known more for being a baseball fan.
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–continued–
Earle will celebrate his 76th on July 29, 2015.
On the day he was about to be born, Earle had a choice of being born or attending a Tiger game
against the Philadelphia Athletics where Tommy Bridges would go on to be the winning pitcher
(see box score attached). Fortunately for Earle, he decided to be born and baseball became a part
of his life.
Baseball influenced him so much that he dropped his slave name of Earl Endelman and replaced
it with Earle Endelman out of respect to the great centerfielder of the New York Yankees Earle
Combs, a Hall of Famer. It is fitting that we remember and celebrate Earle’s 76th birthday with a
review of many things that happened on that birthday in Major League Baseball.
We can start off by saying that Earle Endelman should be called Earle “No-Hit” Endelman.
On July 29, 1910, Ed Summers, while pitching for Detroit, faced Patsy Dougherty of the White
Sox. Dougherty broke up Summers’ no-hitter. It was the fourth time that Patsy Dougherty had
done this.
But on the same day in 1911, the Red Sox Smokey Joe Wood threw a no-hitter.
In 1934, Flint Rehm of the Boston Braves, lost a no-hitter against the Dodgers when the Braves
third baseman Pinky Whitney failed to charge a bunt down the third-base line and a no-hitter was
taken away.
But in 1968, George Culver of the Cincinnati Reds did pitch a no-hitter.
Other events you might like to recall in tribute to Earle are the following:
In 1909, on Earle’s birthday, the National League President Harry Pulliam committed suicide.
In 1915, on Earle’s birthday, Honus Wagner, age 41, hit a grand slam homerun; inside the park.
He was the oldest person ever to do this until this feat was bettered 70 years later by an older
player.
In 1928, on Earle’s birthday, John Hodapp of Cleveland got two hits in one inning twice as the
Tribe routed the Yankee’s 24 to 6.
In 1938, on Earle’s birthday, Jake Powell of the Yankees told a radio audience that as a cop in the
offseason, he would often beat up “N - - - - - -” before he threw them in jail. Jake drew a 10-game
suspension.
In 1951, on Earle’s birthday, Willie Mays stole his first base, only to be picked off second by
Cincinnati Reds pitcher, Willie Randell.
In 1961, on July 29th, Duke Snider hit a pitch-hit homerun.
In 1967, the Cleveland Indians traded Rocky Colavito for the second time in his career.
And Earle’s beloved Tigers in 1974 hit four consecutive homeruns in one inning.
Thank you for being a part of our team Earle!
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REVIEW OF CASE:
Referenced Files:

Wrongful Death Distribution
Child of the Deceased Spouse
Referral Fees to Probate Estate Attorney
Separate Fee for Probate Estate Attorney

Mr. Cliffman died. He left no spouse or I would suppose we would have to say “wife” in light of
the Court of Appeals decision. His former spouse had predeceased him. His former spouse had
children who sought wrongful death proceeds under the wrongful death act, which allows children
of the deceased’s spouse to take loss of society and companionship if they so suffered. The sisters
of Mr. Cliffman sought to bar this. The sisters cited In re Combs Estate, 257 Mich App 622 (2003).
That case held that “spouse” refers to a married person and since Mr. Cliffman was not married at
the time of death, the children of his predeceased wife were not children of the deceased’s spouse.
The attorney in the wrongful death proceeding, received a one-third contingency fee. He gave
one-third of that fee to the probate attorney who had referred the case to him. The probate attorney
charged his own fee for handling the estate proceedings. The sisters challenged the fee
arrangement. The Lower Court determined that the fees did not harm the estate and therefore
approved the fee arrangement.
The Court of Appeals in citing Combs affirmed the Lower Court’s ruling. Further, that even if
Combs was wrongfully decided, they had no power to overturn existing precedent. The Court of
Appeals went on to say that it approved the Combs decision.
Query, was Combs correctly decided? This annotator does not think so. For those of us who
remember the old “MacDonald” controversy, we also recall the genesis of the newest version of
the wrongful death act. It clearly broadened those with a right to receive loss of society and
companionship from children to step-children although I admit not articulately so. If the logic of
Combs is true and that you are no longer married when your spouse dies, then a surviving spouse
is no longer a surviving spouse because when a spouse died, the survivor was no longer married
at the time their former spouse died. Thus, a surviving spouse isn’t a spouse and can’t inherit
through intestacy. In both cases the legislature could have used the word “former.” This twisted
logic would in normal legal jargon be “silly.” It is of course true that the decedent could have
drawn a will naming those children and thus would have qualified under a different section of the
wrongful death act. Normally, most of us don’t anticipate that their death will be “wrongful” and
it would not be usual for a scrivener to draft with this in mind. Query, under Combs, could it not
be said that sisters aren’t decedent’s sisters because their brother died?
I actually won a case once with Cliffman circumstances by arguing equitable adoption.
Regarding the attorney fee issue, I think the Court of Appeals is correct on the reference fee. The
legal requirements are that the client must be aware of the reference fee agreement. The Court of
Appeals backs into this with the legal standard by saying that the appealing party did not prove
that the client was not “unaware” of the fee arrangement. The law however does not say not
unaware, it says aware.
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The Court of Appeals did not touch the issue as to whether the lawyer receiving a reference fee
who was also the attorney for the estate should also receive an estate fee. By not touching the
issue the Court of Appeals is confirming that the Lower Court was correct.
If there is an “estate”, I think the duel fee should be allowed. But in this case and in all wrongful
death cases in which the decedent left no property himself, there is no “estate”. The estate is
merely a conduit on behalf of the plaintiffs who lost society and companionship or who suffered
pecuniary loss. Therefore, in light of the fact that there was no “estate” and the only proceeds
were wrongful death proceeds, those wrongful death proceeds are the only corpus from which to
take the monies. In light of the fact that the “estate” attorney received a reference fee, wouldn’t
that more than cover the situation? Could it merely be considered the personal injury attorney’s
cost?
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